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Scientists’ activity 

Schools’ data at a glance 

  

June 2014  

The Proteins Zone had far fewer students registering than expected, so the number of live chats and questions in the 

zone was below average. We try to allocate schools evenly, like putting both schools new and old to the project in 

each zone, to try an even out expected turnout. Sometimes this just doesn’t work, and we are working on ways to 

improve this. However, the students that did take part in the Proteins Zone asked some exceptionally high quality 

questions and, as the Wordle on the next page shows, there was a focus on proteins and the scientists’ careers and 

work.  All the scientists in the zone were engaged with the event, particularly Jo, who wrote 40% of the scientists’ 

lines of live chat even though she was evicted second. 

 

 

 

  

Scientist 
profile 

Page 
views 

Position 

Loren 
Macdonald 

321 Winner 

Sam Lear 433 2nd 

Tobias 
Warnecke 

307 3rd 

Jo 
Nettleship 

364 4th 

Lucy 
Remnant 

323 5th 
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Popular topics 

There was clearly a range of questions throughout the zone: from the very factual to elaborate, conceptual ones, but 

all the students made an effort to interact within the zone. As mentioned before, some of the questions asked were 

of an exceptionally high quality and were very focused on the topic of proteins.   

 

A lot of the more in depth protein questions explored how particular aspects of certain proteins linked into research 

methods and practices. There were lots of questions about the scientists’ research and daily lives.  

 

  

 

 

 

 PROTEINS 
ZONE 

ZONES 
AVERAGE 

Registered students 105 282 

% of active students (used ASK, 
CHAT, VOTE or commented) 72% 80% 

Questions asked 147 488 

Questions approved 69 217 

Answers given 150 429 

Comments 54 54 

Votes 71 219 

Lines of live chat  1,428 4,020 

Live chats 4 12 

Schools  4 6 

PROTEINS ZONE PAGE 
VIEWS 

ZONES 
AVERAGE 

Total zone 7,655 16,052 

ASK page 385 1,091 

CHAT page 600 1,699 

VOTE page 328 968 

Number of page views during the event 

(plus 2 previous weeks) 

 

Key figures from I’m a Scientist June 2014 for the 
zone, and the average of all 17 zones 

Keywords from live chats in the zone (the size of the word represents its popularity)  
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Keyword Number of 

times 

Keyword Number of 

times 

work 15 human 4 
education 11 gene 4 
research 10 cancer 3 

cell 6 evolution 3 
ribosome 4 body 3 
disease 4 university 3 

personal 4 polypeptide 3 
  

Example questions 

“what is the weight of a protein?” 

“how popular the usage of Hela cells is in scientific research nowadays? - How do scientists avoid the 

mutation in Hela cells to maintain a clone of cells with the same property? -Is there any probe to indicate the 

occurence of faulty replication?” 

“how does protein synthesis machinery relate to cancer?” 

“When you create proteins using E.coli you have to separate the desired protein from the other proteins 

made by the E.coli. How do you separate these proteins and know you have obtained the desired one?” 

“What cell do you use to trace changes of proteins through evolution? and how is this research useful in 

reality?” 

“ would it be possible to create a polypeptide chain of an enzyme that's significantly shorter than a naturally 

occuring one, yet have a similar active site, and hence, a similar effect?” 

       Keywords of questions asked in the zone (zone topic was not used as a keyword) 
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Examples of good engagement 

All of the scientists had an enthusiastic and engaging tone, and Jo, Loren and Sam were particularly notable during 

live chats. For instance: 

“What is the most exciting event that has ever happened in your line of work? An experiment going better than 

planned? Discovering something new? Something working on the first try?” – kiering, student 

“@kierang , something worked yesterday in the lab that I've been trying to do for about one and a half years - 

it's such a good feeling” – Sam Lear, scientist 

“@kierang The most exciting thing for me is seeing an experiment work when i've had to try a lot of different 

things to get around problems beforehand” – Jo Nettleship, scientist 

“@samlear May i ask what the experiment was?” – kiering, student 

“@kierang , I'm trying to make a protein in two halves and then join them together. one of the halves was 

completely impossible to dissolve and basically useless. I found a way to make it dissolve, which sounds like a 

really small discovery, but it means my project isn't impossible any more!” – Sam Lear, scientist 

 

Scientist winner: Loren Macdonald 

Loren’s plans for the prize money: “Our institute at the university does a wide range of 

workshops and has a engagement with school children program. I would like to use the money 

to allow more events to happen and to carry out some new and interesting things with the 

students. I’ve not yet been able to get involved with it much, so this would be a great 

opportunity as I’d like to engage with the scientists of the future.” Read Loren’s thank you 

message here. 

Student winner: amandazzh 

For great engagement during the event, amandazzh will receive a £20 WH Smith voucher and a certificate! 

Feedback  

We’re still collecting feedback from teachers, students and scientists but here are a few of the comments made 

during the event… 

 
 

 

 

 

“I really enjoyed the experience as did my 
students.” – teacher 

“That is so good to find out because I always 
used ask myself why…now I know” – student 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
“Had so much fun answering everybody's science questions!” 
– Sam Lear, scientist 

“This was such an amazing experience because I’ve never 
really engaged with people other than other scientists about 
my work before. I really enjoyed it; there were so many 
fantastic questions and brilliant future scientists out there.” – 
Loren Macdonald, scientist 
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